Abstract
Introduction
Phase change temperature, specific phase change enthalpy and effective specific 78 heat of the RT44HC/EG composite PCMs were measured with a differential scanning 79 calorimeter (DSC, Q20, TA Instruments Inc), with an average error less than 1.0%. 80
The data were collected with a scan rate of 1 o C min -1 over a temperature range of 81 Temperature was recorded by an Agilent 34970A data acquisition linked to a laptop. 90
The samples and sensor were put into an oven, where temperature was regulated from 91 Numerical methods based on finite element analysis can also calculate thermal 104 conductivities of pore-structure materials [25] [26] [27] , assuming that basic cell geometry 105 was idealized three-dimensional. But numerical models suffer from high 106 computational cost, and in most cases, irregular shape or size of pores are hard to be 107 described with regular model. 108
Models based on mixing law provides another solution. Maxwell-Eucken 109 model is an exact model that is often used to describe the thermal conductivity of 110 composites based on dispersed particles into a homogeneous matrix [28] . 111 Fourier's law, with the same area S and temperature gradient dT, the power Q is 139 dominated by thermal conductivity k and thickness h, which corresponds to the layer 140 height shown in Fig. 5 . 141
Where k G is the thermal conductivity of graphite, which equals to 129 W m -2 K -1 , k EG 142 and h EG is the thermal conductivity and layer height of EG. Compared with existing models, our thermal conductivity model is simple, 235 reliable, and has a wide applicability. Besides predicting thermal conductivity based 236 on EG mass fraction and bulk density, in turn, this model can be also used to calculate 237 EG mass fraction or density if given a desirable thermal conductivity, which guides 238 researchers to prepare PCM/EG composites based upon needs. 239
Conclusions

240
In this paper, we investigate factors that affect the thermal conductivity of 241 RT44HC/EG composites with experiments. The following conclusions could be 242 made: 243 1) Thermal conductivity of RT44HC/EG composites is temperature-independent 244 outside the melting range, but increases sharply during the phase change -which 245 is a consequence of superb capability of PCMs in keeping temperature constant; 246
2) The increase of EG mass fraction will increase thermal conductivity of 247 RT44HC/EG composites, but decrease their specific heat and specific latent heat; 248
3) Thermal conductivity of EG-based composites increases with packing density, 249
and is more sensitive to packing density than EG mass fraction. 
